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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR PROVIDING 
INCENTIVES TO PURCHASERS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit under Title 35, 
U.S.C. S119(e) of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. 
No. 60/170,368, entitled SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO PURCHASERS, filed on 
Dec. 13, 1999, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. 
No. 60/208,504, entitled SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO PURCHASERS, filed on 
Jun. 2, 2000. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002. The invention relates to a website and method for 
providing incentives to purchasers of automobiles and other 
products or services to dynamically and/or interactively 
stimulate sales within a predetermined time period for indi 
vidual purchasers or a group of purchasers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. Automobile and other manufacturers often offer 
rebates or other incentives to stimulate purchasers to buy 
certain products during an offer period. They also offer 
rebates in an attempt to “fine-tune' the price of the product to 
achieve market equilibrium. Various problems and draw 
backs exist with rebate programs and the methods by which 
they are implemented. 
0004 For example, often a manufacturer will spend a sig 
nificant amount of money on national or regional mass market 
advertising to promote a rebate program. This can add sig 
nificantly to the cost of the rebate program. The mass market 
advertising approach often is over inclusive or under inclu 
sive with respect to the group of likely potential buyers. This 
leads to market inefficiencies. 
Over-incenting leads to lower profit margins, and under-in 
centing leads to excess inventory. Other drawbacks include 
the lead time necessary to implement a rebate program, the 
lack of meaningful information about potential purchasers 
and what would prompt them to buy at any given time, and the 
inability to effectively target individual or specific groups of 
purchasers, among other drawbacks. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0005. An object of the invention is to overcome these and 
other drawbacks of existing incentive programs and methods 
by which they are implemented. This is accomplished, in one 
respect, by providing a mechanism through which automo 
tive manufacturers may make their price sensitivity known to 
consumers, a mechanism through which consumers may 
make their price sensitivities known to manufacturers and a 
mechanism through which a managed interactive dialogue 
between manufacturers and consumers can be conducted. 
0006 Another object of the invention is to provide a web 
site and method for providing incentives to prospective pur 
chasers of automobiles and other products or services to 
dynamically stimulate sales within a predetermined time 
period for individual purchasers or a group of purchasers. 
0007 Another object of the invention is to provide a web 
site and method for providing incentives to prospective pur 
chasers of automobiles and other products or services to 
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interactively stimulate sales within a predetermined time 
period for individual purchasers or a group of purchasers. 
0008 Another object of the invention relates to providing 
the ability to effectively target incentives to certain purchas 
ers. Another object of the invention relates to the ability to 
enable potential purchasers to specify incentive parameters 
that would motivate them to make a purchase, and to let 
manufacturers or other incentive providers analyze collective 
data and create an incentive based on this information. 
0009. These and other objects are achieved according to 
various embodiments of the invention. One embodiment 
comprises a system and method for providing incentives to 
prospective purchasers via a computer network. For example, 
the invention may be implemented via a web site accessible 
via the Internet. 
0010. According to one embodiment, the website may 
include various modules including an existing incentives 
module, a current interactive incentives module, a past incen 
tives module, a future incentives module and a personalized 
“my next interactive incentive module. In one aspect of the 
invention the incentive provides a dynamic, interactive capa 
bility to afford value to the consumer on a mass-market basis 
or on a market segment basis, which ultimately is capable of 
segmenting to the individual consumer. In this embodiment 
of the invention, the website may appearas an extension of the 
host's site, where the hostis, for example, a manufacturer site, 
a dealer site or a financing site. In this instance, certain parts 
of the subject website might be brand-identified, such as the 
login function and the payment function. This would advan 
tageously permit a consumerto have the perception of dealing 
with several different manufacturers while actually providing 
personal preference data to a single entity. 
0011. The existing or current incentives module prefer 
ably enables a user to view incentives that are currently being 
offered. Alternatively, the existing incentives module may 
enable a particular user (for example, based on a profile or 
other information known about that user) to access only cer 
tain currently available incentives. This module may enable a 
user to search by category or all or some incentives may be 
displayed for a user to view. If the user is able to search by 
category, Some of the search categories may include the 
manufacturer, model or other characteristics of a product, the 
amount of the incentive, the availability of the incentive based 
on demographics or other characteristics. 
0012. According to one embodiment of the invention, 
after logging onto the system through a system administrator 
and searching for cars and incentives of interest, a user iden 
tifies an incentive of interest. The user then registers for that 
incentive electronically or otherwise, Such as via email reg 
istration. A certificate of registration for the incentive may be 
provided to the user directly (electronically or otherwise) or 
forwarded (electronically or otherwise) to a redemption loca 
tion (e.g., a car dealership). 
0013. According to another aspect of the invention, a 
manufacturer or other provider of incentives may monitor the 
number of users who register for a particular incentive along 
with other information (for example, the time period over 
which the registrations occur, the inventory available, known 
trends in upcoming sales, and other factors) to dynamically 
change the existing incentives. The dynamic change, for 
example, may increase a rebate to encourage more users to 
make a purchase of a particular product or decrease an exist 
ing incentive amount if greater response than anticipated was 
achieved with a higher rebate amount. Advantageously, a 
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manufacturer or other provider of incentives can be in com 
munication with the website if it is hosted by another entity, or 
the manufacturer or incentive provider may operate a website 
directly and tie in with its back end management systems (for 
example, online analytical processing systems or other com 
puter-implemented management tools that track inventory, 
sales and various other factors) to facilitate decisions. 
0014) Another aspect of the invention relates to providing 
“interactive' incentives. Interactive incentives enable a user 
to register or commit to an incentive based on certain prede 
termined criteria (for example, a minimum acceptable 
rebate). Based on the number of users who commit to a 
particular incentive, or other factors, such as identified opt-in 
incentive value thresholds, etc., a manufacturer or other 
incentive provider may: decide to issue or not issue an incen 
tive based on the response; determine the amount of the 
incentive; determine minimum and maximum incentive val 
ues; determine the duration of the incentive program; deter 
mine the geographical region in which to offer the incentive; 
and/or take other desired action. 

0015. According to another aspect of the invention a user 
may create a personalized or "my next interactive incentive, 
which can take the form of a request for incentive. This type 
of incentive could also be referred to as a "demand” incentive. 
This function enables a user to specify certain incentive terms 
that would cause the user to make a particular purchase. 
According to another aspect of the invention, the system 
administrator or website may periodically search a local or 
remote database to find incentives that match personalized 
interactive incentive criteria established by a user. If and 
when a match is found, the website may notify the user of the 
availability of the incentive. According to another aspect of 
the invention, to demonstrate to the manufacturer the user's 
level of interest and commitment to the deal the user is 
required to pay a fee in conjunction with making the request 
to the manufacturer(s). In one manner, in the event the request 
is denied, then the fee is returned to the user, in the event the 
manufacturer accepts the request, then the fee may be 
returned to the user by the manufacturer over and above the 
requested incentive value. 
0016. In another manner of operation for the my next 
interactive incentive feature, a user transmits an offer for an 
incentive to the program manager, which either passes along 
the user incentive information to the manufacturer or pro 
cesses the information based on parameters and instructions 
provided/derived from the manufacturer. For example, the 
information provided by the user may include any one or 
more of the following: product identifying data; incentive 
amount or range data; color or other desired product charac 
teristics; timing of purchase; delivery terms; warranty terms; 
financing terms; and/or other Such terms. A user could limit 
acceptance of the offer for a rebate to a certain time frame or 
may hold the offer open. An offer that must be accepted 
within twenty-four hours would require a quick response. In 
addition, the manufacturer could issue a counter-offer with 
terms at variance to those set by the user. This provides users 
and manufacturers a dynamic, real-time transactional plat 
form on which to conduct business. After receiving a rebate 
from a manufacturer, the user then approaches the dealer(s) of 
choice to strike the best deal for the product. Also, a user 
could place more than one offer for a rebate with multiple 
manufacturers, giving notice of Such competition to the 
involved manufacturers. User acceptance could be based on 
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first manufacturer to reply or at the end of the predefined time 
period based on the best rebate offer issued. 
0017. In another manner of operation for the “my next 
incentive' feature, the manufacturer may respond to aggre 
gate demand in a manner requiring data which Some consum 
ers may not have provided when creating their next incentive. 
In this case, the system would preferably engage these con 
Sumers to discover the missing data and qualify them for the 
incentive. 
0018. According to another aspect of the invention, a user 
registering for an incentive (existing or interactive) may be 
required to pay a predetermined fee to indicate seriousness of 
interest. For example, in connection with the purchase of an 
automobile, the user may be required to pay a $50.00 fee to 
register for an incentive, current or otherwise. If the incentive 
is redeemed by the user (for example, a S1,000.00 rebate 
towards the purchase of an automobile), the user will actually 
be credited S1,050.00 by the dealer and the dealer in turn will 
be credited S1,050.00 from the manufacturer. In this way, the 
website operator collects a fee of $50.00 for each incentive 
issued and the manufacturer ultimately bears the cost if, and 
only if the purchaser actually executes a transaction and 
redeems the incentive (rebate). If, however, a manufacturer 
makes a decision to issue a group of incentives having certain 
parameters, for instance the incentive amount, based in part 
on the commitment from purchasers who do not redeem the 
incentive, then those purchasers are out the predetermined 
fee, but the website operator keeps the incentive registration 
fee, e.g., S50, and it costs the manufacturer nothing. 
0019. Another object of this invention relates to providing 
the ability for manufacturers to shift product demand to or 
focus product demand on specific products or specific time 
frames in order to align vehicle demand with vehicle supply 
and to accommodate other market conditions and forecasts. 
0020. Another aspect of the invention relates to pre-deter 
mination of qualifying criteria for incentives. A user may 
register for or commit to an incentive based on certain prede 
termined criteria (for example, a minimum acceptable 
rebate). Based on the number of users who commit to a 
particular incentive, a manufacturer or other incentive pro 
vider may decide to issue or not issue an incentive based on 
the response, and determine the amount of the incentive and 
other terms. The user would only be committed to the incen 
tive if the final incentive met the user's qualifying criteria. 
0021. According to another aspect of the invention, a 
manufacturer may establish a real-time incentive of indefinite 
duration. This aspect of the invention enables a user to specify 
certain incentive terms that would prompt the user to make a 
particular purchase. The website or system administrator may 
immediately search a local or remote database to find incen 
tives that match the interactive criteria established by a user. 
If a match is found, the website may immediately grant an 
incentive to the user. If a match is not found then the system 
will continuously update the search on a periodic basis and 
notify the user in the event a match is Subsequently made. 
Also, the system administrator may inform one or more 
manufacturers of the incentive criteria specified by the user. 
Also, the system administrator may forward to the user alter 
native incentives that are currently or prospectively will be 
available. 
0022. According to another aspect of the invention, manu 
facturers will be able to see future demand for vehicles, in 
addition to seeing historical sales patterns. The website will 
collect and manage data in Such a way that manufacturers 
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may view aggregated data at the make/model level, the style/ 
trimline level or the options level, seeing competition, demo 
graphic distribution and geographic distribution at the same 
level. This will give each participating manufacturer a precise 
view of current market demand involving the complete auto 
motive demand universe. 
0023. According to another aspect of the invention, auto 
mobile dealers may use the website as a prospect manage 
ment tool. This aspect of the invention allows the dealer to 
lead a user into the system in order to register interest in a 
future incentive, specifying that dealer and a salesperson. 
From that point on, the dealer would be able to track the user's 
progress towards accepting an incentive and acting upon it. 
0024. According to another aspect of the invention, auto 
mobile dealers may use the website as a marketing tool. This 
aspect of the invention allows the dealer to establish public 
displays, such as in-store kiosk stations, which constantly 
display available existing incentives and incentives for pur 
poses of stimulating sales. Such a customer display station 
would most likely provide information concerning the manu 
facturer, loan information, etc., and would enable the user to 
register and enter profile information. 
0025. According to one aspect of the invention, Multi-Path 
Data Acquisition, the system may obtain information from 
users via a gradual give-and-take process in which the system 
explains what benefits might convey to the user for providing 
a piece of information (e.g. their ZIP code), and then asks for 
the information. Alternatively, the system may provide a 
larger potential benefit (e.g. a car raffle) in exchange for a 
large amount of information provided all at one time. At all 
times, the system would be aware of what information has 
been provided and what information has not been provided in 
its interactions with users. 
0026. According to another aspect of the invention, Multi 
Level Incentives, the system may attachincentives to multiple 
levels of the automotive product hierarchy. An incentive may 
be separately associated with each of an automobile make, 
model, style, trimline or option(s). This allows maximum 
market flexibility with both detailed and overlapping incen 
tives, permitting manufacturers to respond very precisely to 
market demand. 
0027. According to another aspect of the invention, Multi 
Domain Incentives, the system may allow incentives targeted 
to the product, to the geographic region and to a demographic 
segment of the population. These incentives may be over 
lapped, again permitting manufacturers maximum market 
flexibility in responding to demand conditions in the market 
place. 
0028. According to another aspect of the invention, Per 
fect Information, the system would provide a perfect com 
petitive view of the automotive market to manufacturers and 
dealers. The system would provide data at four levels of 
refinement; at the first level, market demand would include all 
data in the system, including that of unidentified users. At the 
second level, market demand would include only the demand 
data associated with identified individuals. At the third level, 
market demand would include only the demand data of those 
users who had committed a fee to be included in a future 
interactive incentive. At the fourth level, market demand 
would include only the demand data of those users who had 
purchased a vehicle. 
0029. According to another aspect of the invention, Flex 
ible Incentive, the system provides multiple interactive incen 
tive models to the manufacturers. The manufacturer might 
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choose to fully disclose a preset incentive template to users, 
showing levels of participation required to trigger aparticular 
incentive level, along with an indication of current participa 
tion. The manufacturer might choose to control the incentive 
in real-time, showing only the current incentive level to users. 
The manufacturer might choose to control the incentive in 
real-time or by template, and reveal no incentive level infor 
mation to the user until the incentive was over. The manufac 
turer might choose to issue certificates only at the end of the 
incentive, resulting in all users receiving the same incentive, 
or to issue certificates on user demand, which might result in 
various users receiving different incentives. 
0030. According to another aspect of the invention, 
Demand Balancing, the system allows the user to communi 
cate in their own terms; the total level of incentive required for 
them to act. The manufacturer only sees the additional level of 
incentive required beyond what is currently available to the 
user through other incentives. A user may require S3000 in 
incentives to make a purchase. S2500 may be currently avail 
able through existing incentives. The manufacturer would see 
only that a S500 additional incentive would be needed. 
0031. According to another aspect of the invention, Incen 
tive Broadcast or Incentive Narrowcast, the system identifies 
incentives, such as by make, model and geographic region 
which pertain to a particular dealer, and broadcast live incen 
tives matching that profile to the participating dealer. 
0032. According to another aspect of the invention, Deal 
er's Choice, the system allows a user to register for future 
interactive incentives within a dealership, restricting the user 
to vehicles associated with that dealership, or manufacturers 
associated with that dealership, and to working with that 
dealership and/or salesman. Manufacturers/Dealers could 
use the system as a tool to foster interest in end-consumers, 
for instance, a manufacturer may provide a dealer incentive 
based on the number of customers registered at or in the name 
of the dealer. In similar fashion, the manufacturers and/or 
dealers may incentivize their sales force by offering incen 
tives, such as compensation, based on the number of partici 
pants signed up by the individual sales person. 
0033 According to another aspect of the invention, 
Stealth Mode, the system may take on the appearance of the 
invoking host, whether a dealer site, manufacturer site, auto 
motive portal, financing site, etc. The consumer would appear 
to be using an incentives extension of the host site, identified 
only as a member of a rebates and incentives network. This 
“virtual extension” to the host site would allow visibility only 
to those makes and models of vehicles permitted by the host 
site. The host appearance may be achieved by adopting 
attributes from the host site, such as wallpaper, button styles 
and fonts. 
0034. According to another aspect of the invention, the 
system will track any number of incentives in an attempt to 
meet a user's incentive requirement. The system presents 
these incentives to the user as a single incentive package, with 
a set of eligibility constraints and an expiration date. 
0035. According to another aspect of the invention, when 
the user wishes to participate in an incentive or to issue a 
request for an additional incentive, they will be asked to 
provide payment information for purposes of securing a ser 
vice fee if their incentive requirement is met or may be 
required to pay the fee as a prerequisite to Submitting a 
request for an incentive or a counter-offer to a current incen 
tive. In one manner of the system, once the target incentive 
level has been met for a particular user, they will be charged 
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a service fee in exchange for receiving the certificate or cou 
pon for rebate or the like. The fee may be returned to them 
when the vehicle is actually purchased, such as by the manu 
facturer directly or through the dealer. 
0036. With respect to the presentation and selection of 
vehicles of interest to the user, one aspect of the invention 
provides for Switching views between a detailed page for a 
single vehicle, and a Summary spreadsheet-style view cover 
ing multiple vehicles. 
0037 According to another aspect of the invention, if the 
vehicle selected is not that of a participating manufacturer, 
and a participating manufacturer is offering incentives on a 
similar vehicle, the website will inform the user of this fact, 
and offer to show them incentives on similar vehicles. 
0038. In one embodiment the present invention provides 
an online method for presenting one or more incentives 
offered by an offeror and relating to associated goods or 
services to a user for viewing at a remote terminal. The 
inventive the method includes storing in a storage device at a 
central location incentive related information pertaining to 
one or more products or services each associated with at least 
one incentive offer. The method further involves establishing 
an electrical communication between the central location and 
the remote terminal and determining at the central location if 
the user of the remote terminal is a registered user. If the user 
is not registered, then transmitting from the central location a 
user profile inquiry to the remote terminal to be electronically 
completed by the user. The user then transmitting the com 
pleted user profile to the central location where the user 
profile data is received and stored, thereafter the user being 
recognized as a registered user. The method also involves 
presenting to and viewing by the registered user at the remote 
terminal information pertaining to goods or services associ 
ated with the one or more incentives and means for remotely 
selecting by the user a particular good or service, and present 
ing the user with information related to one or more incen 
tives associated with the selected good or service. In addition, 
upon receiving information from the remote user relating to 
the parameters of a selected incentive, the central location 
generating at least one incentive data file, the incentive data 
file relating to the user selected incentive parameters and 
comprising a plurality of fields, including a redemption 
amount field, a user identification field, and an associated 
good or service identification field, the redemption amount 
field representing the value of the incentive offered to the user. 
The method also includes transmitting from the central loca 
tion to the user at the remote terminal a prompt for payment of 
a user fee associated with disbursement of a redeemable 
certificate related to the incentive data file, and receiving at 
the central location information from the user sufficient to 
effect payment of the user fee. This embodiment also calls for 
disbursing from the central location the redeemable certifi 
cate for redemption by the user at a retail facility for acquiring 
possession of the desired good or service associated with the 
redeemable certificate. 

0039. In another embodiment, the present invention pro 
vides an online system for presenting incentives over a dis 
tributed network, the incentives being presented over the 
distributed network to potential purchasers of goods or ser 
vices associated with the incentives. The system includes a 
central location having at least one server and having a pro 
cessor and a database. The database storing data related to: 
incentives; products or services associated with the incen 
tives; and user profile information. The central location server 
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having a communication device for establishing an electrical 
communication over the distributed network. The central 
location also includes an incentive determination module 
adapted to compare incentive data and user input data to 
arriveat one or more incentives available to a remoteuser. The 
processor being adapted to process the incentive determina 
tion module. The system further includes a remote terminal 
operated by a remote user and having a display and a data 
entry device. The remote terminal includes a communication 
device for establishing communication with the central loca 
tion over the distributed network. The remote terminal dis 
plays good or service information received from the central 
location and receives remote user input via the data entry 
device in response to the displayed good or service informa 
tion. The remote terminal transmits to the central location 
incentive request information input by the user. The incentive 
determination module at the central location compares the 
incentive request information received from the remote ter 
minal with a predetermined set of incentive parameters to 
determine issuance or non-issuance of an incentive offer to 
the remote user. 

0040. These and other objects of the invention are accom 
plished in connection with the various embodiments 
described in more detail below and variations and modifica 
tions thereto. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0041 FIG. 1 provides a block diagram of a system accord 
ing to one embodiment of the present invention; 
0042 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a “screen 
shot' of a web site home page associated with the present 
invention; 
0043 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an implemen 
tation of the present invention in a first incentive program 
scenario; 
0044 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an implemen 
tation of the present invention in a second incentive program 
scenario; 
0045 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an implemen 
tation of the present invention in a third incentive program 
scenario; 
0046 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an implemen 
tation of the present invention in a fourth incentive program 
scenario; 
0047 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an implemen 
tation of the present invention in a fifth incentive program 
scenario; 
0048 FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an implemen 
tation of the present invention in a sixth incentive program 
scenario; 
0049 FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a second 
embodiment of the incentives distribution/tracking/analyzing 
system of the present invention; 
0050 FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating the sys 
tem administrator function of the system of FIG. 9. 
0051 FIG. 11 is a logical data diagram illustrating the data 
content and relationships associated with modules used in 
implementing the system of FIG. 9; 
0.052 FIG. 12 is a schematic illustrating the functionality 
of the system administrator of the system of FIG. 9; 
0053 FIG. 13 is a functional flow diagram illustrating the 
log in process associated with the system of FIG. 9; 
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0054 FIG. 14 is a functional flow diagram illustrating the 
manufacturer profile processing function associated with the 
system of FIG.9; 
0055 FIG. 15 is a functional flow diagram illustrating the 
dealer profile processing function associated with the system 
of FIG.9; 
0056 FIG. 16 is a functional flow diagram illustrating the 
vehicle database maintenance aspect of the system of FIG.9; 
0057 FIG. 17 is a functional flow diagram illustrating the 
one aspect of the administrative reports function of the system 
of FIG.9; 
0058 FIG. 18 is a functional flow diagram illustrating the 
expired incentives function of the timer module of the system 
of FIG.9; 
0059 FIG. 19 is a functional flow diagram illustrating the 
incentive expiration function of the timer module of the sys 
tem of FIG.9; 
0060 FIG. 20 is a functional flow diagram illustrating an 
aspect of the incentive installation function of the timer mod 
ule of the system of FIG.9; 
0061 FIG. 21 is a functional flow diagram illustrating one 
aspect of the incentive matching process associated with the 
timer module of the system of FIG.9; 
0062 FIG.22 represents a screen shot of a sample system 
administrator web page for use in a central system associated 
with the present invention; 
0063 FIG.23 schematic diagram illustrating the customer 
function of the system of FIG. 9; 
0064 FIG. 24 represents a screen shot of a sample cus 
tomer web page for use in a central system associated with the 
present invention; 
0065 FIG. 25 represents a screen shot of a sample cus 
tomer web page with profile function for use in a central 
system associated with the customer function of FIG. 23; 
0066 FIG. 26 represents a screen shot of a sample cus 
tomer web page with search and incentive request for use in a 
central system associated with the customer function of FIG. 
23; 
0067 FIGS. 27-40 represent functional flow diagrams 
illustrating various Sub-module aspects of the customer func 
tion of FIG. 23; 
0068 FIG. 41 schematic diagram illustrating the manu 
facturer function of the system of FIG. 9; 
0069 FIGS. 42-47 represent functional flow diagrams 
illustrating various Sub-module aspects of the manufacturer 
function of FIG. 41; 
0070 FIG. 48 represents a screen shot of a sample manu 
facturer web page with define incentives associated with the 
manufacturer function of FIG. 41; 
0071 FIG. 49 schematic diagram illustrating the dealer/ 
retailer function of the system of FIG. 9; 
0072 FIGS. 50-58 represent functional flow diagrams 
illustrating various sub-module aspects of the dealer/retailer 
function of FIG. 49; and 
0073 FIG. 60 is a sample screen shot of an administrator 
web page for use in a central system associated with the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0074 FIG. 1 provides a block diagram of a system accord 
ing to one embodiment of the present invention. The system 
20 as shown comprises a computer network comprising a web 
site including a central site incentives program server 22, 
terminals 24, 26, and 28 (e.g., a browser enabled device such 
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as a computer or cellphone), manufacturers (or other incen 
tive issuers) 32, and retail (or other redemption) facilities 34. 
Central program server 22 includes various modules 80 
through 94, which implement the various functions of the 
system, and databases 96 through 102, which may be a com 
mon database or separate databases. Although the embodi 
ment of FIG. 1 is shown in an Internet environment, other 
network configurations and types can be used. 
0075 According to one embodiment of the invention, as 
illustrated in FIG. 2, the web site comprises a home page 100. 
From the home page 100, the user can access various mod 
ules. For example, the web site may comprise an index/search 
module 101, “current incentives' module 102, "current inter 
active incentives' module 104, “upcoming interactive incen 
tives' module 106, “previous interactive incentives' module 
108, “my next interactive incentives' module 110, “my infor 
mation' module 112, manufacturer links module 114, dealer 
links module 116, consumer aids module 117, chat rooms 
module 118, and consumer feedback module 119. 
0076. The index/search module 101 provides an index of 
various items available at the site, including Such items as 
manufacturers, goods, services, incentives, articles, features, 
to name a few. A search function also may be provided to 
enable the user to quickly access a particular topic or item of 
interest. 
(0077. The existing incentives module 102 preferably 
enables a user to view incentives that are currently being 
offered. Alternatively, the existing incentives module may 
enable a particular user (for example, based on profile or other 
information known about that user, or by querying the user) to 
access only certainly currently available incentives. This 
module may enable a user to search by category or all or some 
incentives may be displayed for a user to view. If the user is 
able to search by category, some of the categories may include 
the manufacture of model or other characteristics of a prod 
uct, the amount of the incentive (for example, a rebate), the 
availability of the incentive based on demographics or other 
characteristics. 
0078. According to one aspect of the invention, if a user 
identifies an existing incentive of interest, the user may reg 
ister for that incentive electronically or otherwise. A certifi 
cate of registration for the incentive may be provided to the 
user directly or to a redemption location. 
0079 According to another aspect of the invention, a 
manufacturer or other provider of incentives may monitor the 
number of users who register for a particular incentive along 
with other information (for example, the time period over 
which the registrations occur, the inventory available, known 
trends in upcoming sales, and other factors) to dynamically 
change the existing incentives. The dynamic change, for 
example, may increase a rebate to encourage more users to 
make a purchase of a particular product or decrease an exist 
ing incentive amount if greater response than anticipated was 
achieved with a higher rebate amount. Advantageously, a 
manufacturer or other provider of incentives can be in com 
munication with the website if it is hosted by another entity, or 
the manufacturer or incentive provider may operate a website 
directly and tie in with its back end management systems (for 
example, online analytical processing systems or other com 
puter-implemented management tools that track inventory, 
sales and various other factors). 
0080. The incentives program manager 80 may be used in 
conjunction with an analytical processing function provided 
by a manufacturer 32, or other source, or may include further 
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means to process additional data, Such as sales, revenue, 
profit, cost, manufacturing or Supplier capacities, and man 
power capacity to arrive at an incentives program for a par 
ticular good or service or class of goods or services. This data 
may be processed to determine optimal manufacturing, sales, 
revenues, or other goals associated with particular ranges of 
incentive values or number of participating users in accor 
dance with an established set of parameters designed to 
achieve certain desired goals. 
0081. The user is able to search the database of existing 
incentives by various parameters including manufacturer or 
make/model or other product characteristics, amount of 
rebate, availability based on geographic, demographic or 
other characteristic, membership in a group or class of 
people, or other parameters. 
0082. The current incentives may include standard incen 

tives offered by companies to promote certain products. A full 
description of the requirements and restrictions associated 
with the incentive maybe provided to the user to help deter 
mine qualification for and interest in the incentive. Optimally, 
a link or a description of the product associated with the 
incentive is provided to aid the consumer. 
0083. The current interactive incentives button 104 opens 
to a page presenting access to and/or information concerning 
currently existing interactive incentives available to users. 
Users are able to search the database of existing interactive 
incentives by product/service type, manufacturer, or other 
pertinent fields. “Interactive incentives' may take any of a 
number of forms and are designed to be defined, or redefined, 
at least in part on user response to and interest in the incentive. 
A rules-based analysis is applied to user and program infor 
mation to make decisions to arrive at the terms of the incen 

tive. For instance, an interactive incentive may include an 
initial value and a range of potential values depending upon 
the number of users having committed to participate in the 
program. This range of values may be based upon parameters 
provided by the manufacturer, upon analytical processing of 
factors such as revenues, profit, inventory, and position rela 
tive to a goal. This analytical processing may be carried out at 
the manufacturers facility or at the central server 22. 
0084. Alternatively, the incentive may be open-ended, or 
have a set minimum, with the incentive value being based 
upon information received from the users interested in poten 
tially participating in the program. For instance, in the 
example of Table 1, an interactive incentive may start out with 
an incentive value of S200.00 as a minimum with a range, 
either known to the users or unknownto the users, of between 
S200.00 and S2,500.00. Over the course of the incentive offer, 
definable by the manufacturer, users register in accordance 
with the numbers and the acceptable values indicated in Table 
1. At the end of the offer period, the manufacturer may weigh 
the information received from the participating users to deter 
mine which scenario is most attractive from a business stand 
point. As the business landscape is always in some state of 
flux, different issues may take turns as the most important 
factor and the same set of results may on different occasions 
based on different circumstances result in different business 
decisions and different actual incentive values being adopted. 
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TABLE 1 

Number of 
Registered Users 

User Acceptable 
Incentive Value 

100 S 200.00 
500 S 500.00 

1,600 $1,000.00 
2,200 $1,200.00 
3,200 S1,500 
18,700 S2,500.00 

I0085. The upcoming interactive incentives button 106 
opens to a page providing user access to information concern 
ing interactive incentive programs to be offered in the future. 
The upcoming interactive incentives may relate to certain 
products that will be the subject of a interactive incentive or 
may relate to a defined interactive incentive program without 
identifying the particular product associated with the pro 
gram. The upcoming interactive incentive program listing 
offers the ability to inform the consumer of upcoming incen 
tives and to hold the consumers interest until the incentive 
program begins. For instance, a manufacturer may post a 
calendar of incentives with an opportunity for the user to 
provide feedback or Suggestions for the program in advance 
of the program itself. The calendar may provide links to 
program descriptions and may include a comprehensive list 
ofunlike programs. Based on consumer reaction to the posted 
programs, the manufacturer can forecast an expected level of 
participation and can proactively alter the proposed programs 
or base manufacturing and other business decisions on the 
forecasted response. The system is capable of permitting the 
manufacturer to list a number of potential products and 
request user input to help drive the decision as to which 
product will be offered with the program. This can also permit 
the manufacturers to explore the level of user interest in their 
proposed offerings prior to actually initiating the program. By 
learning of the level of interest in advance of an offering, the 
manufacturer is provided with a powerful forecasting tool to 
aid in estimating sales and scheduling production. 
I0086. The my next interactive incentive button 110 opens 
to a page where the user can register for upcoming or other 
interactive incentives. The my next interactive incentive page 
110 can be provided with the additional feature of transmit 
ting from the user to the central server a desired product for 
which the user would be interested in purchasing if there were 
a interactive incentive available to the user at some preferred 
incentive value, time frame, location, color, size, quantity, or 
any of a number of criteria, individually or in combination. 
The central server 22 may monitor the available incentives 
programs and upon the requested item (or other criteria) 
becoming the Subject of an incentive, notifying the user that it 
is available via an agent function or module at the central 
server 22. This notification may occur in any of a number of 
ways but preferably users indicate in their respective profiles 
how they prefer to be contacted, e.g., via email, telephony, 
PDA, etc. 
I0087 Alternatively, the central server 22 may, upon 
receiving the permission of the user, forward the user infor 
mation to one or more manufacturers, distributors or service 
providers who manufacture, distribute or provide the 
requested product or service. As this information is collected, 
the manufacturer can use this information to help determine 
whether or not to offer the requested incentive for the desired 
product or service. 
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0088. The my information button 112 provides a page 
where users may update their user profile information. This 
information may include Such information as various topics 
of interest to the user, hobbies, preferred products and/or 
manufacturers, as well as the user profile information dis 
cussed above. Based on the information provided by the 
users, manufacturers are provided with a tool for targeting 
incentives programs to a particular group of users. 
0089. The manufacturer's links button 114 opens the user 
to a page having links to the websites of manufacturers and 
service providers offering incentives through central server 
22. The dealer links button 116 is directed to industries, such 
as the automotive industry, where a network of dealers is 
involved in the marketing and sale of products which are the 
subjects of incentives offered through central server 22. 
0090. One example of an interactive incentives program 
120 is illustrated in FIG. 3, in which users are presented with 
the opportunity to input acceptable incentive parameters in 
registering to participate in an interactive incentive program. 
The acceptable parameters are transmitted to the central 
server 22, which receives and stores the user incentive infor 
mation and charges the registered users a fee. Attaching a 
cost, Such as a registration fee, to the user's registration for 
participating in an incentive program is important from the 
manufacturer's perspective as it incentivizes users not to sim 
ply register for an incentive and then not follow through on 
the commitment. 
0091 Continuing with the example of FIG. 3, at block 
126, the program manager sets the period during which the 
incentive program runs. Next the program manager 80, based 
on the user incentive information, determines whether or not 
to proceed with the incentive program. Provided that the 
information falls within an acceptable scenario, in accor 
dance with instruction and data downloaded to the central 
server 22 from the manufacturer 32, the program manager 
proceeds with the program and sets the actual parameters that 
will be employed in the actual incentive program. The pro 
gram manager then applies the actual incentive parameters to 
the user incentive information to determine the qualified and 
non-qualified registered users, block 132. 
0092. The program manager notifies the qualified users of 
the actual incentive and makes the incentive available to the 
users, such as by enabling the printing of a rebate certificate. 
The program manager also notifies the non-qualified users 
and offers them the opportunity to participate in the program 
in accordance with the actual incentive parameters. Those 
non-qualified users who choose not to participate may receive 
a refund of their registration fee, block 144. The qualified 
users, including those non-qualified users who elect to par 
ticipate under the actual incentive parameters, who consum 
mate the purchase of the product, such as an automobile, that 
is the subject of the incentive receives the actual incentive and 
is reimbursed the amount of the registration fee. 
0093. For instance, a user may be charged a fee of $50.00 
to register for a rebate offer associated with the purchase of an 
automobile. Should the user not purchase the automobile 
identified with that rebate, then the user forfeits the S50.00 
fee. Often charging fees Such as this acts as a barrier to 
participation. To help avoid this, the system of the present 
invention provides for reimbursement of the fee to the user 
upon purchase of the product or service. As in our example, 
say the rebate for the purchase of the automobile is S1,000.00, 
then the user would receive a check for S1,050.00 upon pur 
chasing the automobile. The Source of the goods or service 
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picks up the cost of participating in the rebate program, but 
only if the user actually consummates the purchase of the 
product. 
0094. In this manner, a third-party may operate the central 
site, at which a number of Sources of goods or services may 
offerincentives programs, and receive the fee from the user as 
a source of revenue. This enables the Source of goods or 
services to, in a real-time fashion, precisely track the costs 
associated with the incentive program and more accurately 
forecast future such programs. In the alternative, a web site 
Such as described herein may be dedicated to a single source 
or consortium of Sources to the exclusion of others. 
0095. In the interactive incentives program of FIG. 4, the 
program manager receives incentive information and formats 
and presents the incentive offers to the users via the network. 
The program manager sets the user participation period and 
receives and stores user indications of interest in participating 
in the program. As shown on the left side of FIG. 4, the 
program manager may apply a rules-based program to ana 
lyze the user information, block 208. Based on the analysis of 
the user information, the program manager determines 
whether to proceed with the program. If it does not terminate 
the program, the program manager sets the actual incentive 
parameters based on incentive data and instructions received 
from the manufacturer 32. In a manner similar to that dis 
cussed above, the program manager notifies the registered 
users and makes the rebate available to those qualified users. 
0096. In the alternative, the user information may be trans 
mitted to the manufacturer for processing, such as by apply 
ing rules-based routines, to determine the fate of the incentive 
program as described above. Should the manufacturer pro 
cessor determine to go forward, it transmits incentive infor 
mation and data to the central server 22 for notification and 
implementation of the program. 
0097. In the incentives program of FIG. 5, a typical incen 
tive is posted by the manufacturer at the central server where 
it is accessed by the users over the network. The program 
server charges users a registration fee, as described above, 
which is reimbursed, as described above, upon purchase of 
the related product. Manufacturers receive the benefit of the 
user information and are able to maintain a dynamic, real 
time monitoring of its incentives programs. This allows 
manufacturers to modify, initiate, terminate, and extend pro 
grams based upon the immediate user feedback they get. 
0098. In the incentives program of FIG. 6, manufacturers 
or the program manager limit the number and type of incen 
tives to be presented to particular users. Some or all of the 
users may only be permitted access to a Subset of the available 
incentives. This exclusion may be based on demographic 
data, user purchasing historical data. Other than the step 306 
to limit incentive access, the remainder of this program is 
essentially as described in part hereinabove. 
(0099 FIG. 7 offers a variation on the systems described 
above in that the program manager essentially loops the user 
information analysis to provide a potentially continuous 
incentives program. Based on user information, the program 
manager periodically modifies the program to assure that the 
program is operating within parameters downloaded from the 
manufacturer and to optimize, based on data and instructions 
received from the manufacturer, the incentive program. For 
instance, if a manufacturer desires to maintain a fairly con 
stant number of incentive participants each month and the 
incentives program can attract approximately the same num 
ber of participants with the incentive value at S500.00 as it can 
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with the value at $800.00, then the program manager, or a 
processor facility at the manufacturer, would maintain the 
program at S500.00. If the program manager or its counter 
part recognizes a trend in which the number of participants is 
falling, then it may increase the incentive amount to S800.00 
or more until it can identify the least possible amount neces 
sary to keep the desired number of participants involved in the 
program. In the event the incentive amount becomes exces 
sive, e.g., outside the range of parameters set by the manu 
facturer, then the program manager may terminate the pro 
gram. 
0100. In one example of an interactive incentive format, 
each user may be permitted to input an individual acceptable 
incentive value at which that particular user is willing to 
participate in the incentive program and purchase the good or 
service. Upon receiving the user-specific incentive informa 
tion, the incentives program manager 80 at the central server 
22 processes the received user information, as well as addi 
tional information received from the source of the goods or 
services 32, to arrive at an actual incentive value. Those users 
having transmitted an individual acceptable incentive value 
that is no greater than the actual incentive value will be 
qualified to receive the incentive at the actual incentive value. 
Those users having transmitted an individual acceptable 
incentive value that is greater than the actual incentive value 
will not be qualified to receive the incentive at the actual 
incentive value. Those users not qualified to receive the incen 
tive may be contacted, in an on-line fashion or otherwise, and 
offered the opportunity to participate in the program based on 
the actual incentive value. 
0101 The incentives program manager 80 may be used in 
conjunction with an analytical processing function provided 
by a manufacturer 32 or may include further means to process 
additional data, such as sales, revenue, profit, cost, manufac 
turing or Supplier capacities, and manpower capacity to arrive 
at an incentives program for a particular good or service or 
class of goods or services. This data may be processed to 
determine optimal manufacturing, sales, revenues, or other 
goals associated with particular ranges of incentive values or 
number of participating users. In accordance with an estab 
lished set of parameters designed to achieve the desired goals, 
the incentives program manager 80 determines the actual 
incentive value based at least in part on the level of user 
participation. 
0102 The user may be presented with a questionnaire 
regarding Such things as the user's desired method for notifi 
cation in the event an incentive for which the user registered 
is or is not being offered, as well as communicating additional 
transactional information related to the incentive. 
0103. After the initial uploading of user-specific informa 

tion, Subsequent visits to the site by a user involve a much 
abbreviated login procedure, merely to establish identity of 
the user and that the user has registered profile information at 
the site. The site affords users the opportunity to update 
profile information and a prompt may be periodically pre 
sented to users to update the various fields. The user profile 
data is stored at a user profile database 94 which is connected 
to or forms a part of the central server 22. 
0104. The central server 22 processes incentive program 
information to formulate an incentive offering to present to 
users who visit the site. After the user has logged in, the user 
has access to at least some of the various goods and services 
offerings presented at the site as well as any associated incen 
tives. The system 20 is capable of segregating offers based on 
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geographic, identified areas of interest, past purchasing his 
tory, and other demographic data collected from the users and 
presenting the segregated offers on a targeted basis for pre 
sentation only to those users identified to receive the incen 
tive. 
0105. According to one aspect of the invention, which 
shall be referred to as Multi-Path Data Acquisition, the sys 
tem obtains information from users via a gradual give-and 
take process in which the system educates the user as to the 
benefits received by the user in providing discrete bits of 
information (e.g. their ZIP code) to the system administrator 
and/or manufacture and/or dealer, and then asks for the infor 
mation. Alternatively, the system may provide a larger poten 
tial benefit (e.g., a car raffle or as part of the giveaway pro 
gram) in exchange for a large amount of information provided 
all at one time. The system, in performing various functions, 
considers that information that has been and has not been 
provided by the user and bases its actions, to Some degree, on 
this information. 
0106. According to another aspect of the invention, 
referred to as Multi-Level Incentives, the system attaches 
incentives to multiple levels of the automotive product hier 
archy. For instance, an incentive may be associated with one 
or more of an automobile make, model, style, trimline or 
option(s). This allows maximum incentive and market flex 
ibility with both detailed and overlapping incentives, permit 
ting manufacturers to respond very precisely to market 
demand. 
0107 According to another aspect of the invention, 
referred to as Multi-Domain Incentives, the system allows 
targeting of incentives to, among other things, a product, a 
geographic region, and a demographic segment of the popu 
lation. Such targeted incentives may be overlapped, again 
permitting manufacturers maximum market flexibility in 
responding to demand conditions in the marketplace. 
0108. According to another aspect of the invention, 
referred to as Perfect Information, the system provides a 
perfect competitive view of the automotive market to manu 
facturers and dealers. To achieve this in one manner, the 
system provides data at four levels of refinement. At the first 
level, market demand includes all data in the system, includ 
ing that of unidentified users. At the second level, market 
demand includes only the demand data associated with iden 
tified individuals. At the third level, market demand includes 
only the demand data of those users having registered and 
paid a fee to be included in a future interactive incentive, such 
as proposed by a manufacturer or requested by the user. At the 
fourth level, market demand includes only the demand data of 
those users having purchased a vehicle. 
0109 According to another aspect of the invention, 
referred to as Flexible Incentive, the system provides multiple 
interactive incentive models to the manufacturers. The manu 
facturer might choose to fully disclose a preset incentive 
“template' to users, showing, for instance, level of participa 
tion required to trigger a particular incentive level and an 
indication of current participation. The manufacturer might 
choose to control the incentive in real-time, showing only the 
current incentive level to users. The manufacturer might 
choose to control the incentive in real-time or by template, 
and reveal no incentive level information to the user until the 
incentive is finalized. The manufacturer might choose to issue 
certificates only at the end of the incentive, resulting in all 
users receiving the same incentive, or to issue certificates on 
user demand, which might result in various users receiving 
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different incentives. This may take the form of a sliding 
window type incentives program. 
0110. According to another aspect of the invention, 
referred to as Demand Balancing, the system allows the user 
to communicate in their own terms or based on a series of pull 
down options or prompted inquiries. The user-defined incen 
tive criteria can be any number of items, or in its simplest form 
can be one form, such as the total level of incentive required 
for them to act. This can be communicated directly to the 
manufacturer or autonomously through the system adminis 
trator. The manufacturer only sees the additional level of 
incentive required beyond what is currently available to the 
user through other incentives. A user may require S3000 in 
incentives to make a purchase. S2500 may be currently avail 
able through existing incentives. The manufacturer would see 
only that a S500 additional incentive would be needed. 
0111. According to another aspect of the invention, 
referred to as Incentive Broadcast, the system identifies 
incentives by make, model and geographic region which per 
tain to a particular dealer, and broadcast live incentives 
matching that profile to the participating dealer. 
0112 According to another aspect of the invention, 
referred to as Dealer's Choice, the system allows a user to 
register for future interactive incentives within a dealership, 
restricting the user to vehicles associated with that dealership 
and to working with that dealership. 
0113. According to another aspect of the invention, 
Stealth Mode, the system can acquire the look and feel of the 
invoking host system, while filtering the view to a subset of 
makes and models approved by the invoking host. This pro 
vides the “sponsoring host with the competitively restricted 
view which they require, while still collecting the entire uni 
verse of automotive demand in a single database. The Subject 
site would be pre-initialized with all wallpaper graphics, but 
ton graphics and fonts required by sponsoring hosts. Spon 
soring hosts would announce themselves via a “portal ID' 
which defines the graphics and fonts to use, and the look and 
feel customization to invoke down to the individual screen 
level. 

0114 With reference to the embodiment of the present 
invention as illustrated in FIG. 9, an online system for the 
distribution, tracking and analyzing of incentives, generally 
referenced as 400, includes a central system administrator 
404, a customer 402, such as a remote PC based user, a 
manufacturer 406 and a dealer/retail participant 408. The 
online system is generally implemented or re-distributed net 
work and in particular, the participants may communicate via 
the Internet 407 Such as on the World WideWeb. It should be 
understood that any of a number of means for communica 
tively coupling the participants is fully contemplated by the 
present invention. 
0115. It should be understood that the systems and meth 
ods of the present invention are equally applicable in single 
proprietary manufacturer embodiments as well as in embodi 
ments having multiple participating manufacturers. The sys 
tem can be powered separately at one or more manufacturer 
sites or systems and separately for the individual benefit of 
each such manufacturer. A service provider can maintain the 
manufacturer sites separate from other manufacturers or the 
system can be used to provide customers with a multi-manu 
facturer site. In the case of a single manufacturer arrange 
ment, links, information, data access, and other functions of 
interest are accessible only by the particular manufacturer 
and/or dealers of the particular manufacturer. Customers 
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would then visit each of the multiple manufacturer sites to 
access information pertaining to each Such manufacturer. 
0116. To the extent a common site, such as a service pro 
vider, has access to information pertaining to a non-partici 
pating manufacturer, Such information may be provided to 
customers for comparing product and incentive offerings of a 
plurality of manufacturers, including non-participating 
manufacturers. Also, many manufacturers have parent and 
affiliated companies and are made up of more than one divi 
Sion. A parent company may include the offerings of one or 
more of its divisions or may maintain separate sites. Clearly 
where manufacturers or divisions desire to maintain separate 
sites, or separate areas on a service provider site, but desire to 
share information with other manufacturers or divisions, the 
service provider, Such as through the system administrator, 
can achieve this. In particular, only a Subset of collected data, 
Such as raw customer demographic data, Success rates on 
different types of incentives, etc. may be shared. 
0117. A login module 470 of the system administrator 404 
handles and processes the log in of the customers 402, the 
manufacturer 406 and the dealer/retailer 408. For instance, 
upon accessing a web site hosted by the system administrator 
404, the customer is presented with a home page having 
various access points to information to a number of topics, 
including service provided by the system administrator and 
the benefits to the customer. Preferably, before gaining access 
to registration for incentives, the customer 402 is required to 
register with the system administrator which presents a cus 
tomer profile client fields such as name, address, email 
address, etc., and certain non-required or Voluntary fields, 
Such as age, occupation, income, various purchasing habits 
including car purchases, driving habits, etc. If the customer 
has previously entered a profile, then the customer may pro 
ceed to login Such as via a user name and password. For 
example see FIGS. 22 and 24-26. 
0118. Now referring to FIG. 23 as well as FIGS. 22 and 
24-40. For first time customers, after having entered the 
required fields of the profile, the system administrator will 
permit the registered customer to access various area of the 
system, Such as registering forgiveaways or other events 414, 
manufacture/dealer/car search and selection area 416, and 
incentive investigation and processing area 428. From search/ 
selection area 416, the remote user can access information 
relating to manufactures, dealers, and cars of interest. From 
the incentive processing area 428, the remote user can access 
modules to view all incentives, including current, past, future, 
and interactive/definable incentives, and can request incen 
tives and receive notification of actions regarding any incen 
tive of interest. 
0119 The register forgiveaway program 414 may be pre 
sented to the customer in the form of a banner having a link to 
Such things as information pertaining to: the manufacturer; 
the model that is the subject of the giveaway; other models 
manufactured by the promoting company; and the opportu 
nity to register for the giveaway. In order to register for the 
giveaway, the remote user will be presented with an informa 
tional inquiry used to incentivize the user to provide addi 
tional user specific profile information in exchange for the 
opportunity to participate in the giveaway program. For 
instance, where the user elected not to provide information in 
one or more of the non-required field associated with the 
initial customer profile, then those and/or other fields may be 
presented to the customer as required fields in exchange for 
the user's participation in the giveaway program. 
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0120. One or more customers may be associated with a 
given customer site 402. Such as by assigning individual 
unique password and login identifiers. A primary customer 
may be associated with the address of the computer itself. 
Additional information and notifications may be sent and 
received by the customer via email 454, which may be by a 
separate email system or as Supported by the system admin 
istrator 404 via the system home page presented to the cus 
tOmer. 

0121 According to one embodiment of the invention, the 
incentives search and selection area 428 includes a module 
that enables a user to view incentives that are currently being 
offered. These incentives may be categorized as general, 
related to the user, related to the product or related to user or 
dealer location. The relative association is processed by the 
system administrator 404 and is based at least in part on the 
customer, manufacturer and dealer profiles. 
0122. In one manner, the user begins the interaction by 
specifying year, make and model of the desired vehicle as 
well as the total dollar value of the incentive required by the 
user. The system searches local and for remote databases to 
identify all relevant incentives and presents those incentives 
that match the user-specified criteria. The system then iden 
tifies all incentives which could potentially match the user, 
Such as based on location and/or other profile information. 
The system prompts the user for additional information to 
qualify the user for additional incentives. The qualified incen 
tives are then presented to the user. There are three possibili 
ties: that the incentive requirement has not been met; that it 
may have been met; or that it has been met. 
0123. In the first instance, the incentive has not been met 
by currently available incentives. The user is asked whether 
they would like to issue a request for additional incentives to 
meet their requirement or to take the current incentive as it is. 
In the second instance, the incentive may have been met. For 
instance, Some incentive components are relevant to the 
user's request, but their actual dollar value has not been deter 
mined. The user is asked whether they would like to register 
for the incentive in furtherance of the likelihood that the 
incentive will reach their required level. In the third instance, 
the incentive has been met. The user is informed of this and 
asked if they would like to register for the incentive. 
0124. According to one aspect of the invention, the system 
will track any number of incentives in an attempt to meet a 
user's incentive requirement. The system will always present 
these to the user as a single incentive, with a set of eligibility 
constraints and an expiration date. 
0.125. According to another aspect of the invention, when 
the user wishes to participate in an incentive or to issue a 
request for a personalized incentive, they will be asked to 
provide payment information for purposes of securing a ser 
Vice fee. The service fee may be required upon requesting an 
incentive or upon the user's incentive requirements being 
met. 

0126. According to another aspect of the invention, once 
the target incentive level has been met for a particular user, 
that user will be charged a service fee which may be returned 
to them when the vehicle is actually purchased. 
0127. According to another aspect of the invention, if the 
vehicle selected is not that of a participating manufacturer, 
and a participating manufacturer is offering incentives on a 
similar vehicle, the web site will inform the user of this fact, 
and offer to show them incentives on similar vehicles. 
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I0128 If the incentive search based on user criteria turns up 
no matches, then all information provided by the user is saved 
in their personal profile. At any Subsequent point, the user can 
choose to renew the request or to issue a request for additional 
incentives on any vehicle in the user's profile. 
I0129. The user may elect to review incentives on all 
vehicles currently configured in the user's profile. This review 
would consist of the current value of all combined determined 
applicable incentives, the eligibility conditions, and the cur 
rent status of any undetermined incentives. Depending on the 
type of incentive involved (set by the manufacturer), the cur 
rent status may consist of the current dollar value, the next 
dollar value, and/or the completion date and time at which the 
incentive value is made final. 

0.130. Upon the system administrator identifying one or 
more matches, then a certificate, such as representing a rebate 
or the right for rebate may be requested by the user or may 
automatically be delivered to the user. The user, the user may 
print out a certificate, which includes one or more fields of 
information, such as for identifying the user, the incentive or 
incentives, the dollar value of incentives, the vehicle incented 
and all incentive terms and conditions. 

I0131 With regard to manufacturers, and now referring to 
FIGS. 41-48, such as automobile manufacturers, the system 
administrator presents to participating manufacturers 406a a 
manufacturer home page, as illustrated in FIG. 48. From the 
home page, the manufacturer representative can access Vari 
ous modules. These may include, for example, incentive 
administration area 498, comprising modules to define an 
incentive, control an incentive, monitorincentives, show cur 
rent demand, define regions and an incentive data trending 
and analysis area 499, comprising modules to show incentive 
history, perform trending and forecasting analysis, generate 
associated reports, and reconcile incentive redemption. One 
type offixed incentive strictly defined by the manufacturer is 
characterized by fixed duration periods during which a manu 
facturer provides a configurable dollar incentive to a fixed 
population group for a fixed vehicle group in a fixed geo 
graphic area. The manufacturer representative begins the 
interaction by accessing the website and logging 470 into the 
system. 
0.132. After logging onto the system, a manufacturer may 
define new incentives, which may be classified in multiple 
ways. For example, the manufacturer may define incentives 
as template-defined, in which certain levels of registered 
users trigger certain incentive levels, or as manufacturer 
defined, in which the manufacturer controls the level of the 
incentive as needed during the incentive period. The manu 
facturer may additionally define incentives as visible, in 
which the current incentive value is shown to users, or invis 
ible, in which only the number of participating users is known 
to the users. In either instance, the incentive value is made 
known to the user when the incentive period ends or when the 
incentive is granted to the user. The manufacturer may addi 
tionally define incentives as granted only at incentive end, i.e., 
where the incentive is not actually finally determined and 
made available to users until the conclusion of the incentive, 
or granted by user demand, i.e., where the incentive can be 
granted at the then-current value whenever the user So 
demands. 

I0133. The system may also provide a means of relating the 
“define an incentive' process to the “show current demand 
process, such that another process, external to the system, 
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incorporating the manufacturer's business model may heuris 
tically define incentives based upon current demand and com 
petition. 
0134. Another incentive type provides for continuous 
manufacturer control. Such incentives are defined as manu 
facturer-defined incentives. The manufacturer defines a tem 
plate, choosing threshold levels, such as the number of par 
ticipating users, which trigger various incentive levels. The 
manufacturer may alter the template at any point during the 
existence of the incentive. 
0135 The manufacturer may monitor incentives at any 
point during the existence of the incentive. The manufacturer 
may see how many users have registered for the incentive and 
the current total incentive liability. For incentives which are 
granted by user demand, the manufacturer may also see how 
may incentives have been actually granted. The manufacturer 
may also model incentives, such as by an incentive modeling 
module, to try different incentive values to observe the com 
mensurate impact on sales and incentive liability. 
0.136 Another aspect of the manufacturer interface 
enables the manufacturer to run a series of reports or charts to 
determine current demand and incentive requirements. One 
possible use of the system, provided manufacturers willing 
ness, is to permit the manufacturer to view demand at the 
make, model or trimline level, assessing demand against 
competing vehicles, by geographic area and by demographic 
segment in any combination. All competitive information 
would be known to all participating manufacturers. 
0137 The manufacturer may view historical incentive 
data, including numbers of participating customers who are 
eligible for an incentive, numbers of customers who have 
registered for an incentive, numbers of customers who have 
received a certificate, and numbers of customers who have 
purchased a vehicle. Such historical database analysis may be 
used to project the likely outcome of a current or future 
incentive. 

0.138. The manufacturer may reconcile the list of incentive 
grantees with those who purchased a vehicle. This involves 
the connection between this system and an incentive process 
ing system, which may be external to this system. For 
instance, there could be one such connection for each partici 
pating manufacturer. The list of incentive grantees would 
constitute a manifest, a list of all individual users granted a 
certificate for aparticularincentive. This process may be used 
to detect error or fraud, for instance, in the event of multiple 
use of the same certificate or inappropriate application of a 
certificate. 
0.139. Also, the manufacturer may define regions for con 

trol of incentive eligibility. These regions may be resolved 
down to the individual dealer level, allowing the manufac 
turer to establish any grouping of one or more dealers and 
define them as a region. The manufacturer may also define 
regions as aggregations of States, counties or ZIP codes. 
0140. The system is also capable of receiving and down 
loading customer profile data from and to the manufacturer 
406 via access\upload customer profiles module 516\518. In 
this manner, a manufacturer may provide to the system 
administrator customer data information for data processing 
and maintenance at the system administrator. This customer 
data may be archived from past sales of the manufacturer or 
may be derived from other sources. Also, where customers 
have registered for incentives and provided customer data or 
where customers have otherwise indicated that their profile 
data may be shared with one or more manufacturers, the 
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manufacturer 406 may access such customer profile data to 
manage processing and report generation at the system 
administrator or for internal storing and processing. The sys 
tem administrator 404 may provide for multiple levels of 
authorization to the representatives of the manufacturer 406 
so that only authorized representatives of the manufacturer 
may access certain information at the system administrator or 
accomplish certain tasks by and through the system admin 
istrator. A profile module may be provided at the manufac 
turer web page to permit a manufacturer's representative to 
enter or edit the manufacturer's profile. Or other means, such 
as by email 520 and other verifiable correspondence. 
0141 Now referring to FIGS. 49-59 and with regard to 
dealers/retailers, the system administrator presents to partici 
pating dealers 408a a dealer home page. From the dealer 
home page, the dealer representative can access various mod 
ules. These may include, for example, incentive data area 530, 
which comprises modules to define dealer incentives, moni 
tor dealer and manufacturer incentives, and view past incen 
tives, incentive processing area 532, which comprises mod 
ules to process incentives, generate rebates, pay service fees, 
and provide rebate redemption, customer emulation 534, 
which comprises modules to activate customer kiosk, select 
desired car, access\View incentives, enter/edit customer pro 
files, process customer participating, process service fee pay 
ment, and generate rebates, access\upload customer profiles 
536, and view pending request data 538. The dealer represen 
tative begins the interaction by accessing the system and 
logging onto the System. 
0142. One aspect of the dealer webpage is to permit the 
dealer view the active incentive request list. For any user who 
has expressed an interest in an incentive and has either been 
awarded or is awaiting the award of an incentive coupon, and 
who has selected that dealer within their profile, the dealer 
may see the user profile including the status of the incentive 
offer, such as amount requested, amount granted, amount 
outstanding, expiration date. 
0143. The system enables the dealer to see upcoming 
incentives. As soon as an incentive is entered into the system 
by the manufacturer, whether or not it has started, it becomes 
visible to dealers of that manufacturer. This is advantageous 
to the dealer in providing proactive sales prospect manage 
ment. In the alternative, a manufacturer may block dealer 
access to this or any other function associated with the manu 
facturer. 

0144. The system enables the dealer to monitor incentives 
in the same manner as the manufacturer can monitor incen 
tives. 

(0145 Based on customer consent and authorization, a 
dealer may upload customer profiles. In one manner, the 
dealer may collect customer profile data into a spreadsheet 
program, for example, and then load an entire set of customer 
profiles into the system at once. 
0146 The dealer may choose to validate coupons which 
the users are redeeming. In one manner, the dealer processes 
rebate certificates presented by customers for redemption or 
processing by entering the Vehicle Identification Number of 
the vehicle being purchased, and checking off a questionnaire 
produced by the system listing forms of verification accepted 
for the various incentive parameters. The system administra 
tor 404 then validates the incentive as having been properly 
granted to the user. This is advantageous to the dealer, as it 
reduces dealer liability in mistakenly granting an incentive. 
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0147 In viewing past incentives, the system displays to 
the dealer historical incentives for all manufacturers (or just 
the manufacturer of the dealer), showing, among other things, 
date, number of entrants, final incentive amount or range, 
number of coupons issued within the dealer's area, and num 
ber of coupons redeemed at that dealer. Alternatively, the 
dealer may request a report of all coupons issued and 
redeemed by make and model, showing for pre-selected time 
ranges the number of coupons and the maximum and mini 
mum coupon values as well as the distribution of values 
within that range. This is advantageous to the dealer for sales 
forecasting. 
0148. In customer emulation mode 534, the dealer pro 
vides a public kiosk function. In this mode, the system dis 
plays a static image and a scrolling banner of the dealer's 
choosing. At any time that an incentive is active for that 
dealer's products, the Scrolling banner changes to a scrolling 
banner announcing the incentive and its details. In the case of 
more than one incentive being active, the kiosk would alter 
nately scroll the various active incentives. 
0149. Within this kiosk mode, there would also be a con 
Sumer registration function. Consumers activating this func 
tion are enabled to register and input profile information to 
system administrator 404 in the manner described above. In 
this manner, only information pertinent to that dealer would 
be made available to the user and the user's profile can auto 
matically be associated with that dealer. At the kiosk, only 
cars sold by that dealer would be selectable by the user, and 
only that dealer and its sales personnel could be selected by 
the user. After a configurable period of no activity, the kiosk 
would automatically resume the incentive display. By keying 
in a password, a dealer may return the terminal to the dealer 
home page. When the registered user accesses the system 
administrator, Such as on a home-based PC, the user has 
access to the full range of functions available to any other 
customer 402. It is only at the kiosk at the particular dealer 
408 that the customer is presented with a display that is 
limited to the particular dealer. 
0150. With reference to FIG. 10, the system administrator 
404 includes a number of modules employed to carry out the 
wide ranging functionality of the system, Some of which have 
been described here in above. The login module 470, which is 
also illustrated in the informational flow chart of FIG. 13, 
enables access to the system administrator by the customer 
402, manufacturer 406 and dealer/retailer 408. In addition, 
equipment Suppliers to manufacturers 406 may be provided 
with a separate web page or other limited access to the system 
administrator, which may enable interaction among Such Sup 
pliers and manufacturers to achieve various commercial goals 
Such as real time or periodic updates of inventory, pricing, 
options, historical data, or other information of interest which 
may be used by the manufacturer in defining or accepting 
incentives. 

0151. In one manner, a manufacturer profile module 472 
may be utilized by the system administrator to enter or effect 
changes to a manufacturer's profile based on information 
received via e-mail or other correspondence, or in the alter 
native, the profile module may be accessible by a manufac 
tures representative to effect such changes in an online fash 
ion. Only certain representatives may be provided access to 
this online module to prevent general access to all represen 
tatives to such data. 

0152 The dealer profile module 474 functions in like fash 
ion. The system administrator receives vehicle data by the 
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load vehicle data module 492, which may be handled in an 
online fashion by manufacturer 406. In the alternative, the 
manufacturer may provide data in some other fashion such as 
by attaching data files to e-mail messages or by delivery using 
other storage media. As described above, carried this may be 
in an online fashion so that only certain of the manufacturers 
representatives may be provided with access to the load 
vehicle data module. 
0153. The giveaway program administrator module 494 
administers the giveaway program which involves products 
of a manufacturer 406 and for presentation to customers 402. 
For instance, a manufacturer 406 participating in a giveaway 
program interacts with the system administrator 404 through 
the giveaway program administrator module 494 to set up a 
desired giveaway program. This may involve a series of 
prompts presented to the manufacturer in an online fashion or 
by processing information received from the manufacturer in 
Some other fashion Such as via e-mail. Once a giveaway 
program is established, including all rules, requirements, and 
other Such parameters, the system administrator presents cus 
tomers 402 with a display informing the customers of the 
availability of the giveaway program. The customer is given 
the opportunity to register for the giveaway, such as via the 
register for giveaway module 414 as described above, which 
may be a Sub-module of the giveaway program administra 
tion module 494 or a separate functional module. 
0154 The system administrator includes a module 496 
which enables the manufacturers 406 and/or dealer/retailers 
408 to generate reports of various kinds, such as related to 
current and past incentive programs. An incentive program 
administration module or module group 475 includes a mod 
ule 476 for viewing incentives, a module 478 for viewing 
incentive logs, and a module 480 for determining matches 
among customers 402 and any and all incentives offered, or 
accepted prrejected by the manufacturers 406 and/or dealer/ 
retailers 408. 

0155 For example, after a customer 402 searches for cars 
and/or incentives of interest, and upon selecting an incentive 
of interest, such as a predefined incentive offered by the 
manufacturer 406, the customer submits the required infor 
mation to the system administrator 404. The match determin 
ing module 480 of the system administrator 404 compares the 
customer incentive Submission with the predefined manufac 
turer incentive parameters to verify that the requirements of 
the manufacturer for that particular incentive are met by the 
customer's Submission. Upon verifying that a match exists, 
the system communicator 484 communicates the incentive 
notice 448 to the customer 402. The incentive notice may 
include a printable file and/or enabling commands to permit 
the customer 402 to download and/or print a certificate rep 
resenting the incentive, Such as a rebate coupon. Also, the 
incentive match may be maintained electronically by the sys 
tem administrator and may be accessible by the dealer/retailer 
408 and manufacturer 406. In this manner, the customer 402, 
upon purchasing an automobile manufactured by manufac 
turer 406 from dealer 408 receives the benefit of the incentive 
from the dealer at time of purchase. 
0156. In the alternative, customer 402, after searching and 
selecting one or more cars of interest, may, instead of select 
ing a predefined manufacturer incentive, Submit a request for 
incentive to the system administrator 404. The request for 
incentive includes criteria defined by the customer 402 that if 
met by a manufacturer 406 or dealer 408 would cause the 
customer to purchase the vehicle that is the subject of the 
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incentive. The system administrator 404 may providespecific 
notice of the request for incentive to the manufacturer 406 or 
the manufacturer 406 may periodically access and monitor a 
system administrator database maintaining Such incentive 
request data, the manufacturer may then determine whetherto 
accept the customer-defined incentive, to deny or reject the 
customer incentive, to propose an alternative incentive at 
variance to the customer-defined criteria, or to aggregate data 
associated with a plurality of customer-defined incentive 
requests and/or historical incentive data to make the determi 
nation of acceptance or rejection. 
0157. Further, the manufacturer may employee a pre 
defined selection routine and/or predefined selection criteria 
to automate, in whole or in part, the process of accepting, 
rejecting, or Submitting counter-proposals to customer incen 
tive requests. In one manner, the manufacturer 406 can offer 
an alternative incentive in an online fashion and communicate 
the alternative incentive via sub-module 450 on the system 
communicator 484 to the customer 402. Upon receiving the 
alternative incentive, the customer 402 may accept or reject 
the alternative incentive or submit a revised incentive request 
as a counter-proposal. As described herein above, upon 
accepting a manufacturer-defined incentive or upon Submit 
ting an incentive request, the customer 402 pays a fee. Such as 
S50.00, to establish a level of commitment to act on the 
incentive and to purchase the incented car upon acceptance by 
a manufacturer 406. 

0158. The system administrator 404 also includes a sys 
tem timer module 482 which provides various functions 
related to monitoring expiration dates associated with incen 
tives and periodic or other updating of the incentive, vehicle, 
and other databases. As shown in more detail in FIG. 18, 
sub-module 486 relates to the automatic expiration of incen 
tives wherein the system timer module scans for expired 
incentives, such as by Scanning an expiration data field 
included in the incentive data stored in the incentive database. 
The timer updates the incentive database such as by disabling 
the incentive so that all expired incentives are no longer 
visible or viewable by the customer 402 via the incentive 
investigation and processing module 428, as illustrated in 
more detail in FIG. 23. However, expired incentives may be 
viewable or visible to customers as past incentives. 
0159. Sub-module 488 obtains new incentives, such as by 
periodically accessing a database maintained by manufac 
turer 406 or by other means, from the manufacturers. This 
module can also be used to periodically update existing and 
pending incentives with altered data provided by the manu 
facturer. This process is shown in FIG. 20. The expire request 
sub-module 490 scans all customer initiated incentive 
requests in a periodic fashion to determine if any such incen 
tive requests have expired. This may be based on a customer 
defined expiration criteria or on an internal limit expiration 
timer. 

0160 One aspect of the customer incentive request pro 
cess may involve the customer setting up a desired car profile 
which may be associated with a customer-defined incentive 
request. Upon the expiration of the customer incentive 
request, the system may, such as through system communi 
cator 484, send an expiration notice 440 to the customer 402 
to notify the customer that their incentive request has expired. 
Such notice may include a prompt or other means to enable 
the customer to change the expiration date, change other 
incentive request criteria data, or investigate other related or 
qualified incentives. As an example, the expiration notice 
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may be in the form of an e-mail message addressed to the 
customers e-mail address contained in the customer profile 
and may include a hot link to the customer home page. The 
e-mail may also contain a hot link directly to the customers 
car profile page where the customer can clicka “renewed bid 
button or the like associated with the car profile. The system 
administrator 404 may coordinate the operation of the system 
timer module 482 and the determine incentive match module 
480 as well as the system communicator module 484 and the 
e-mail module 471 to carry out the process illustrated in FIG. 
21. 

(0161 The “real deal” of FIG. 21 is a type of interactive 
incentive that can take many different forms and involve 
many different processes. For example, a typical real deal 
would involve a manufacturer specifying a vehicle that is the 
subject of the incentive as well as the particular model or 
options that are included in the specified vehicle. The manu 
facturer also identifies a start date and time as well as an end 
date and time, or in the alternative, the real deal may be open 
ended with the manufacturer terminating the real deal in an 
announced or an unannounced fashion at a time of its choos 
ing. 
0162 Typically, a fixed incentive value is associated with 
the real deal. Also, a customer may conditionally participate 
in the real deal incentive based upon a required minimum 
entry level, that is above the minimum incentive value or 
current incentive value associated with the real deal. Through 
incentive administration module 498, the manufacturer 406 
may monitor the submitted minimum requirements offered 
by customers conditionally participating in the real deal 
incentive. Through a decisioning routine and/or some other 
process the manufacturer may elect to raise the minimum or 
current incentive value, or other parameter, associated with 
the real deal. This decisioning may be based upon an analysis 
of the number of participants indicating a willingness to act 
on the incentive and the level of incentive necessary to attract 
the respective groups of conditionally participating custom 
ers. At the end date of the real deal or upon manufacturer 
termination of the real deal incentive, the manufacturer final 
izes and extends the incentive offer in its final form or it may 
pull the offer if a minimum number of participants is not met 
or based on Some other reason. 

(0163 As shown in FIG. 21, the timer concludes the real 
deal based upon a defined end date and time and identify 
matches and near matches by comparing the final real deal 
incentive parameters against the customer profile incentive 
data. For instance, where a customer registered for a real deal 
incentive regardless of the final incentive value, then a match 
automatically is generated and the customer is notified of the 
match and of the available incentive. 

0164. Where a customer indicated a conditional participa 
tion in the real deal incentive by requiring a certain minimum 
incentive value, then the system matches the respective data 
of the real deal incentive and the customer profile incentive to 
determine if the parameters match. In the event that the final 
real deal incentive value is equal to or greater than the mini 
mum required incentive value of the customer, then the cus 
tomer will receive notice of a match and available incentive. 
The notice will include at least certain incentive parameters 
Such as the incentive value, the expiration date for redeeming 
the incentive, identify the selected vehicle, and may include 
other information Such as the nearest dealer, etc. 
0.165. In the event the customer incentive parameters do 
not match the final real deal incentive parameters, then the 
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system may send notice to the customer that the final real deal 
incentive does not match the required parameters of the cus 
tomer and offer the customer the opportunity to accept the 
final real deal incentive or some other alternative incentive as 
defined by or generated by the manufacturer. 
0166 In order to persuade customers to accept the real 
deal incentive while pending as opposed to requiring an 
elevated or predefined minimum requirement, the real deal 
incentive may give indication to the customer that if the 
customer's minimum requirements are not met, then the final 
real deal incentive value will not be offered to the customer. 
This indication could also provide that the customer may be 
offered an incentive value somewhat reduced from the final 
incentive value. In addition, periodic updates may be 
e-mailed or otherwise made available to the customers to 
indicate the status of the real deal incentive and also provide 
a pre-termination notice of qualification for the real deal 
incentive. In exchange for an incentive offering, a manufac 
turer may require a customer to pay a fee to show a level of 
commitment to act on the incentive and purchase the Subject 
vehicle. The system communicator 484 performs much of the 
notice functionality describe herein above. 
0167 Referring to FIG. 22, upon customer login, the sys 
tem administrator 404 presents the customer 402 with a per 
sonalized web page 403. The web page 403 includes a series 
of buttons 411 that enable the customer to access various 
informational databases and resources and to perform various 
acts. For instance, the buttons 412 relate to the module for 
editing a customers profile. The buttons 416 relate to the 
module, or group of modules, associated with car and manu 
facturer searching and selection. The group of buttons 428 
relate to the module associated with incentive investigation 
and processing, whereby the customer can search for and 
select incentives, Submit customized incentive requests, 
search past incentives, and lookahead to upcoming incentive 
programs. Both the banner and the button marked 414 relate 
to the module for presenting the giveaway program to the 
customer and enabling the customer to register for the give 
away program. 
0.168. Upon selecting a button of interest, the system 
administrator 404 presents to the customer a separate web 
page, at least in part devoted to the selected Subject, and 
having additional functionality associated with that Subject. 
For instance, upon selecting the find cars button 416, the 
customer is presented with a page dedicated to the searching 
and selection of cars. The customer may be presented with 
various pull down windows for selecting cars by manufac 
turer, model, price range, style, etc., each of which may have 
an additional pull down menu. For instance, upon selecting a 
particular manufacturer, the customer may be presented with 
a further pull down for selecting a particular model(s) of that 
manufacturer. In addition, articles of interest may be made 
available to the customer and/or links to resources helpful in 
selecting cars of interest to the customer. 
0169. Upon selecting a particular vehicle, the customer 
may then search to find any available incentives for that 
vehicle. In the event that no available incentives are offered or 
of interest to the customer, the customer may submit a request 
for incentive to the manufacturer identifying one or more 
required criteria, e.g. a minimum incentive value. The cus 
tomer may be required to pay a fee to indicate a commitment 
to the manufacturer to act on and redeem the requested incen 
tive in the event the requested incentive is accepted by the 
manufacturer. To assist the customer in making an incentive 
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request, the system may provide the customer with one or 
more pull down windows or data entry fields. 
0170 In addition to or as part of this process, the customer 
may be presented with a car profile. A customer may enter a 
vehicle of interest including information Such as make, 
model, style, options, price range, color, etc. The system 
administrator 404 monitors car profile data and, if permitted 
by the customer, makes the data available to the manufacturer 
of the desired vehicle and/or additional manufacturers having 
comparable models. The system notifies the customer in the 
event an incentive of interest becomes available to the cus 
tomer. The system administrator compares the customer pro 
file and the car profile against incentive data and utilizes a 
rule-based decisioning technique, or other Such approaches, 
to determine incentives potentially of interest to the customer 
for presenting to the customer. 
0171 While the foregoing has been described in connec 
tion with an automobile rebate system, the invention relates 
generally to incentives-based systems for providing induce 
ments to customers to purchase goods or services via tradi 
tional retail facilities or e-commerce retail facilities. 
0.172. The service need not be a commercial service, but 
rather may be a service or function provided by or on behalf 
of a governmental or corporate entity. For example, a govern 
mental agency may be desirous of having significant partici 
pation among a class of persons, it being understood that the 
term persons includes both living and non-living entities Such 
as companies, in a particular program, e.g., environmental 
protection, child care, health, labor, etc. 
0173. In exchange for receiving benefits from an agency or 
for taking a defined course of action, e.g., implementing 
pollution abating scrubbers at a plant, a participating person 
may receive some defined incentive, such as a tax credit or 
deduction. Such a program may include a predefined range 
from a minimum to a maximum level of credit. Where such a 
program has a fixed budget, the actual incentive value may be 
determined based on the number of participants, e.g., if there 
is a budget of S10,000.00 and there are ten participants, then 
each participant receives S1,000.00; five participants then the 
value is S2,000.00 per participant. In this manner a govern 
mental agency or corporation may fix the costs associated 
with various programs. 
0.174. Other embodiments and uses of the invention will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the 
specification and practice of the invention disclosed herein. 
The specification and examples should be considered exem 
plary only. The intended scope of the invention is defined by 
the following claims and is not limited to the examples 
described herein. 

1-28. (canceled) 
29. An online system configured to present a user with a 

user interface to access incentives over a distributed network, 
the user being a potential purchaser of goods or services 
associated with the incentives, the system comprising: 

one or more processors configured to generate a graphical 
user interface for presentation to a user on an electronic 
display, the graphical user interface being adapted to 
present incentive offers to the user, to facilitate user 
payment for incentives by the user, and to enable the user 
to redeem user selected incentives, the graphical user 
interface comprising: 
an incentive display field that displays an incentive offer 

and an associated user fee to the user; 
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a payment acceptance field that requests and is config 
ured to receive payment information from the user for 
payment of the associated fee in exchange for the 
incentive associated with the incentive offer; and 

an incentive distribution field that presents, responsive 
to reception of the payment information, incentive 
information to the user to enable the user to redeem 
the incentive. 

30. The system of claim 29, wherein the incentive is a 
predetermined value redeemable at the purchase of a prede 
termined good or service. 

31. The system of claim 29, wherein the incentive infor 
mation enabling redemption of the incentives comprises a 
printable certificate. 

32. The system of claim 29, wherein the graphical user 
interface further comprises a user information field that 
receives user profile information from the user. 

33. The system of claim 32, wherein the offeror of the 
goods or services associated with the incentive reimburses the 
user the amount of the user fee or conveys like value. 

34. A system configured to present incentives to users over 
a network, the system comprising: 

one or more servers that communicate with remote user 
terminals over a network, the one or more servers com 
prising: 
non-transient electronic storage that stores incentive 

information pertaining to incentive offers available 
from a plurality of offerors, product information per 
taining to goods or services associated with the incen 
tives, and user profile information pertaining to users 
of the system, wherein the incentive information 
includes user fees for individual incentives, and 
wherein the user profile information includes demo 
graphic information; and 

one or more processors that execute computer modules, 
the computer modules comprising: 
an incentive data output module that determines 

which if any of the incentives should be offered to 
the individual users based on the incentive infor 
mation and the demographic information in the 
user profile information; 

an incentive data input module that receives user 
acceptances of individual incentives that have been 
received by the users from the remote user termi 
nals, wherein a given user acceptance includes pay 
ment information for a user fee associated with the 
accepted incentive; and 

an incentive dispersal module that determines 
whether to disperse accepted incentives based on 
amounts of received user acceptances for the indi 
vidual incentives, and, responsive to determina 
tions that the accepted incentives should be dis 
persed, to disperse transmit incentive information 
to the remote user terminals to enable the users to 
redeem the dispersed incentives. 

35. The system of claim 34, wherein the incentive data 
output module also transmits to the remote user terminals 
indications of the numbers of users that have accepted the 
individual incentives. 

36. The system of claim 34, wherein the demographic 
information included in the user profile information includes 
geographic location, and wherein the incentive data output 
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module is to base determinations of which if any of the 
incentives should be offered to the individual users on geo 
graphic location. 

37. The system of claim 36, wherein the incentive infor 
mation further comprises geographic regions in which the 
individual incentives should be offered, and wherein the geo 
graphic regions are set by the offerors. 

38. The system of claim 34, wherein the computer modules 
retain at least a portion of payment received from the users for 
the operator of the system. 

39. The system of claim 34, wherein the computer modules 
receive user profile information from a graphical user inter 
face presented to the users via the remote user terminals. 

40. The system of claim 34, wherein the offeror of the 
goods or services associated with a redeemed incentive reim 
burses the user the amount of the user fee or conveys like 
value. 

41. The system of claim 34, wherein the incentive infor 
mation enabling redemption of the incentives comprises a 
certificate that is printable at the remote user terminals. 

42. A method of discount retailing in which an offer does 
not become valid until a minimum number of offers are pur 
chased, comprising a network server, a microprocessor, a 
memory and computer Software, said computer Software 
being located in said memory and run by said microprocessor, 
said computer software comprising a discount retailing algo 
rithm, wherein said discount retailing algorithm comprises 
the steps of: 

(a) obtaining consent from a merchant to market and adver 
tise an item normally provided by said merchant at a 
standard offer price: 

(b) determining a discount offer price for said item, said 
discount offer price being a reduction in amount from 
the standard offer price of that item; 

(c) deciding on a tipping point at which time the discount 
offer price becomes valid; 

(d) generating an advertisement to present said discount 
offer price and said tipping point to potential consumers: 

(e) displaying said advertisement over a network through 
said network server for a predetermined period of time 
for potential consumers to review: 

(f) receiving acceptances of the discount offer price for the 
item over the network for the predetermined period of 
time; 

(g) determining if the tipping point has been attained; and 
(h) informing each consumer that accepted the discount 

offer whether or not the tipping point has been attained. 
43. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 

said item is a product distributed by said merchant. 
44. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 

said item is a service provided by said merchant. 
45. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 

said discount offer price is reduced from said standard offer 
price by an absolute amount. 

46. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said discount offer price varies depending on the number of 
consumers accepting the discount offer price. 

47. The method of discount retailing of claim 46, wherein 
said discount offer price increases after a certain number of 
consumers accept the discount offer price. 

48. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said tipping point comprises the number of items for which an 
offer must be accepted by a consumer in order for the discount 
offer price to become valid. 
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49. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said advertisement includes the description of the item being 
offered at said discount offer price. 

50. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said advertisement includes an indication of the amount saved 
based on the discount offer price. 

51. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said displaying said advertisement over a network through 
said network server comprises presenting the advertisement 
to said potential consumers through the display on the poten 
tial consumer's computer. 

52. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said displaying said advertisement over a network through 
said network server comprises presenting the advertisement 
to said potential consumers through the display on the poten 
tial consumer's mobile device. 

53. The method of discount retailing of claim 52, wherein 
said mobile device comprises a cellular telephone, personal 
digital assistant, or laptop computer. 

54. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said receiving acceptances of the discount offer price for the 
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item over the network comprises obtaining a response from a 
potential consumer that the consumer accepts the offer for the 
item. 

55. The method of discount retailing of claim 54, wherein 
said obtaining a response from a potential consumer that the 
consumer accepts the offer for the item comprises obtaining a 
method of payment from said consumer for the item. 

56. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said determining if the tipping point has been attained com 
prises determining if the number of acceptances to the dis 
count offer price exceeds the tipping point for that offer. 

57. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said informing each consumer that accepted the discount 
offer whether or not the tipping point has been attained com 
prises providing each consumer with a certificate to be 
redeemed at said merchant if said tipping point was attained. 

58. The method of discount retailing of claim 42, wherein 
said informing each consumer that accepted the discount 
offer whether or not the tipping point has been attained com 
prises providing each consumer with a indication that the 
tipping point was not attained if said tipping point was not 
attained. 


